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Learning boost c libraries

Although numerous computer languages are used for writing computer applications, the computer programming language, C, is the most popular language worldwide. Everything from microcontrollers to operating systems is written in C because it is highly flexible and versatile, allowing maximum control with minimal commands. If you are interested in a
career in computer programming, it would be wise to start learning the C programming language. There are numerous benefits of learning C; However, the main advantage is that the C programming language is recognized worldwide and is used in a multitude of applications, including advanced scientific systems and operating systems. In today's world, a
computer programmer must be able to communicate with colleagues in different countries. Therefore, it is important that even if they do not speak the same verbal language, at least the computer language is understandable to everyone. Another advantage of learning the computer language, C, is that it is the basic language of all advanced computer
languages. For example, if you want to learn C++, which is an object-oriented language, you need to know the C language in advance. Once you have mastered the C programming, you simply learn another specific language. Programming in C is quite easy because it uses basic commands in English. However, C is a compiled language, so after you type
your commands, you'll need to run it through a compiler to convert the human-readable shape into machine-readable language. There are many C compilers available today. If you are a student working on a university UNIX computer, you can use the compiler for free. Otherwise, you'll purchase Microsoft's Visual C++ environment, which drags together both
C and C++ programs. In addition, there are a number of free compilers that you use over the web. Libraries are very important in C because the C language only supports the most basic features it needs. C doesn't even include I/O features to read from the keyboard and write to the screen. Anything that goes beyond the basic language should be written by
a programmer. The resulting pieces of code are often placed in libraries to make them easily reusable. We've already seen the standard I/O, or stdio, library: Standard libraries exist for standard I/O, mathematical functions, string handling, time manipulation, and so on. You use libraries in your own programs to break down your programs into modules. This
makes them easier to understand, test and debug, and also makes it possible to reuse code from other programs you write. You can easily create your own libraries. As an example, we take some code from a previous article in this series and make a two of its functions. Here's the code we start with: #include &lt;stdio.h&gt; #define MAX 10 int a[MAX]; int
rand_seed=10; int rand() /* &lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; K&amp;R - produceert een willekeurig getal tussen 0 en 32767.*/ { rand_seed = rand_seed * 1103515245 +12345; retour (niet-ondertekende int)(rand_seed / 65536) % 32768; ongeldig hoofdnummer() { int i,t,x,y; /* vularray */ voor (i=0; i &lt; max;= i++)= {= a[i]=rand(); printf(%d,a[i]);= }= bubble= sort=
the= array= */= for= (x=0; x=&gt; &lt; max-1;= x++)= for= (y=0; y=&gt; &lt; max-x-1;= y++)= if= (a[y]=&gt; a[y+1]) { t=a[y]; a[y]=a[y+1]; a[y+1]=t; } /* afdruk gesorteerde array */ printf(--------------------); voor (i=0; i &lt; max;= i++)= printf(%d,a[i]);= }= this= code= fills= an= array= with= random= numbers,= sorts= them= using= a= bubble= sort,= and= then=
displays= the= sorted= list.= take= the= bubble= sort= code ,= and= use= what= you= learned= in= the= previous= article= to= make= a= function= from= it.= since= both= the= array= a= and= the= constant= max= are= known= globally,= the= function= you= create= needs= no= parameters,= nor= does= it= need= to= return= a= result.= however,= you=
should= use= local= variables= for= x,= y,= and= t.= once= you= have= tested= the= function= to= make= sure= it= is= working,= pass= in= the= number= of= elements= as= a= parameter= rather= than= using= max:= #include=&gt; &lt;stdio.h&gt;#define MAX 10 int a[MAX]; int rand_seed=10; /* van K&amp;R - geeft willekeurig getal tussen 0 en 32767.*/ int
rand() { rand_seed = rand_seed * 1103515245 +12345; retourneren (niet-ondertekend int)(rand_seed / 65536) % 32768; } nietig bubble_sort(int m) { int x,y,t; voor (x=0; x &lt; m-1;= x++)= for= (y=0; y=&gt; &lt; m-x-1;= y++)= if= (a[y]=&gt; a[y+1]) { t=a[y]; a[y]=a[y+1]; a[y+1]=t; } ongeldige hoofd() { int i ,t,x,y; /* vularray */ voor (i=0; i &lt; max;= i++)= {=
a[i]=rand(); printf(%d,a[i]);= }= bubble_sort(max);= print= sorted= array= */= printf(--------------------);= for= (i=0; i=&gt; &lt; MAX; i++) printf(%d,a[i]); } You can also generalize the bubble_sort function even more by passing in a as a parameter: bubble_sort(int m, int a[]) This line says, Accept the integer array a of any size as a parameter. Nothing in the body of
the bubble_sort function needs to change. To call bubble_sort, change the call to: Note that &amp;a has not been used in the function call even though the sort will change a. The reason for this will become clear once you understand pointers. Since the rand and bubble_sort functions in the previous program are useful, you will probably want to reuse them
in other programs you write. You can put them into a utility library to make their reuse easier. Every library consists of two parts: a header file and the actual code file. The header file, normally denoted by a .h suffix, contains information about the library that programs using it need to know. In general, the header file contains constants and types, along with
prototypes for functions available in the library. Enter the following header and save it to a file named util.h. /* util.h */ extern int rand(); extern void bubble_sort(int, int []); These two lines are function prototypes. The word extern in C represents functions that will be linked in later. If you are using max;= i++)= printf(%d,a[i]);= }= you= can= also= generalize=
the= bubble_sort= function= even= more= by= passing= in= a= as= a= parameter:= bubble_sort(int= m,= int= a[])= this= line= says,= accept= the= integer= array= a= of= any= size= as= a= parameter.= nothing= in= the= body= of= the= bubble_sort= function= needs= to= change.= to= call= bubble_sort,= change= the= call= to:= note= that= &amp;a= has=
not= been= used= in= the= function= call= even= though= the= sort= will= change= a.= the= reason= for= this= will= become= clear= once= you= understand= pointers.= since= the= rand= and= bubble_sort= functions= in= the= previous= program= are= useful,= you= will= probably= want= to= reuse= them= in= other= programs= you= write.= you= can=
put= them= into= a= utility= library= to= make= their= reuse= easier.= every= library= consists= of= two= parts := a= header= file= and= the= actual= code= file.= the= header= file,= normally= denoted= by= a= .h= suffix,= contains= information= about= the= library= that= programs= using= it= need= to= know.= in= general,= the= header= file= contains=
constants= and= types,= along= with= prototypes= for= functions= available= in= the= library.= enter= the= following= header= file= and= save= it= to= a= file= named= util.h.= util.h= */= extern= int= rand();= extern= void= bubble_sort(int,= int= []);= these= two= lines= are= function= prototypes.= the= word= extern= in= c= represents= functions= that= will=
be= linked= in= later.= if= you= are= using=&gt;&lt;/ MAX; i++) printf(%d,a[i]); } You can also generalize the bubble_sort function even more by passing in a as a parameter: bubble_sort(int m, int a[]) This line says, Accept the integer array a of any size as a parameter. Nothing in the body of the bubble_sort function needs to change. To call bubble_sort,
change the call to: Note that &amp;a has not been used in the function call even though the sort will change a. The reason for this will become clear once you understand pointers. Since the rand and bubble_sort functions in the previous program are useful, you will probably want to reuse them in other programs you write. You can put them into a utility
library to make their reuse easier. Every library consists of two parts: a header file and the actual code file. The header file, normally denoted by a .h suffix, contains information about the library that programs using it need to know. In general, the header file contains constants and types, along with prototypes for functions available in the library. Enter the
following header file and save it to a file named util.h. /* util.h */ extern int rand(); extern void bubble_sort(int, []); These two lines are function prototypes. The word extern in C represents functions that will be linked in later. If you are using &gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; &lt;/stdio.h&gt; oude-stijl compiler, verwijder de parameters uit de parameter lijst van bubble_sort.
Voer de volgende code in een bestand met de naam util.c. /* util.c */ #include util.h int rand_seed=10; /* van K&amp;R - produceert een willekeurig getal tussen 0 en 32767.*/ int rand() { rand_seed = rand_seed * 1103515245 +12345; retour (niet-ondertekend int)(rand_seed / 65536) % 32768; } leegte bubble_sort(int m,int a[]) { int x,y,t; for (x=0; x &lt; m-1;=
x++)= for= (y=0; y=&gt; &lt; m-x-1;= y++)= if= (a[y]=&gt; a[y+1]) { t=a[y]; a[y]=a[y+1]; a[y+1]=t; } Houd er rekening mee dat het bestand zijn eigen kopbestand (util.h) bevat en dat het aanhalingstekens gebruikt in plaats van de symbolen &lt; and=&gt; , die alleen worden gebruikt voor systeembibliotheken. Zoals je zien, lijkt dit op normale C-code. Houd er
rekening mee dat de variabele rand_seed, omdat deze niet in het kopbestand staat, niet kan worden gezien of gewijzigd door een programma met deze bibliotheek. Dit wordt informatie verbergen genoemd. Het toevoegen van het woord statisch voor int dwingt het verbergen volledig af. Voer het volgende hoofdprogramma in een bestand met de naam
main.c. #include #include &lt;stdio.h&gt;util.h #define MAX 10 int a[MAX]; void main() { int i,t,x,y; /* fill array */ &lt; max;= i++)= {= a[i]=rand(); printf(%d,a[i]);= }= bubble_sort(max,a);= print= sorted= array= */= printf(--------------------);= for= (i=0; i=&gt; &lt; MAX; i++) printf(%d,a[i]); } This code includes the utility library. The main benefit of using a library is that the
code in the main program is much shorter. Compiling and Running with a Library To compile the library, type the following at the command line (assuming you are using UNIX) (replace gcc with cc if your system uses cc): The -c causes the compiler to produce an object file for the library. The object file contains the library's machine code. It cannot be
executed until it is linked to a program file that contains a main function. The machine code resides in a separate file named util.o. To compile the main program, type the following: This line creates a file named main.o that contains the machine code for the main program. To create the final executable that contains the machine code for the entire program,
link the two object files by typing the following: gcc -o main main.o util.o This links main.o and util.o to form an executable named main. To run it, type main. Makefiles make working with libraries a bit easier. You'll find out about makefiles on the next page. In this post, you will learn about C# programming for Android, as well as where it fits in in the grand
scheme of Android development. If you’re interested in becoming an Android developer, you may be under the impression that you need to learn one of two languages: Java or Kotlin. These are the two languages officially supported by Android Studio, and therefore the two languages guides and tutorials focus on. Android development is much more flexible
and varied than that, and there are plenty more ways to approach it. Many of max;= i++)= printf(%d,a[i]);= }= this= code= includes= the= utility= library.= the= main= benefit= of= using= a= library= is= that= the= code= in= the= main= program= is= much= shorter.= compiling= and= running= with= a= library= to= compile= the= library,= type= the= following=
at= the= command= line= (assuming= you= are= using= unix)= (replace= gcc= with= cc= if= your= system= uses= cc):= the= -c= causes= the= compiler= to= produce= an= object= file= for= the= library.= the= object= file= contains= the= library's= machine= code.= it= cannot= be= executed= until= it= is= linked= to= a= program= file= that= contains= a=
main= function.= the= machine= code= resides= in= a= separate= file= named= util.o.= to= compile= the= main= program,= type= the= following:= this= line= creates= a= file= named= main.o= that= contains= the= machine= code= for= the= main= program.= to= create= the= final= executable= that= contains= the= machine= code= for= the= entire=
program ,= link= the= two= object= files= by= typing= the= following:= gcc= -o= main= main.o= util.o= this= links= main.o= and= util.o= to= form= an= executable= named= main.= to= run= it,= type= main.= makefiles= make= working= with= libraries= a= bit= easier.= you'll= find= out= about= makefiles= on= the= next= page.= in= this= post,= you= will=
learn= about= c#= programming= for= android,= as= well= as= where= it= fits= in= in= the= grand= scheme= of= android= development.if= you’re= interested= in= becoming= an= android= developer,= you= may= be= under= the= impression= that= you= need= to= learn= one= of= two= languages:= java= or= kotlin.= these= are= the= two= languages=
officially= supported= by= android= studio,= and= therefore= the= two= languages= many= guides= and= tutorials= focus= on. android= development= is= much= more= flexible= and= varied= than= that,= and= there= are= plenty= more= ways= to= approach= it.= many= of=&gt;&lt;/ MAX; i++) printf(%d,a[i]); } This code includes the utility library. The main
benefit of using a library is that the code in the main program is much shorter. Compiling and Running with a Library To compile the library, type the following at the command line (assuming you are using UNIX) (replace gcc with cc if your system uses cc): The -c causes the compiler to produce an object file for the library. The object file contains the library's
machine code. It cannot be executed until it is linked to a program file that contains a main function. The machine code resides in a separate file named util.o. To compile the main program, type the following: This line creates a file named main.o that contains the machine code for the main program. To create the final executable that contains the machine
code for the entire link the two object files by typing the following: gcc -o main main.o util.o This links main.o and util.o to form an executable named main. To run it, type main. Makefiles make working with libraries a bit easier. You'll find out about makefiles on the next page. In this post, you will learn about C# programming for Android, as well as where it fits
in in the grand scheme of Android development. If you’re interested in becoming an Android developer, you may be under the impression that you need to learn one of two languages: Java or Kotlin. These are the two languages officially supported by Android Studio, and therefore the two languages many guides and tutorials focus on. Android development is
much more flexible and varied than that, and there are plenty more ways to approach it. Many of &gt; for (i=0; i;&lt;/stdio.h&gt; i;&lt;/stdio.h&gt; c#. Read: I want to develop Android apps – what languages should I learn? C# is the programming language you use when you choose to build a game in Unity, for example - which also happens to be the most
popular and used game engine in the Play Store. In general, it is useful to learn C# programming if you are totally interested in developing games. You should also learn C# programming if you want to use Xamarin. Xamarin is a tool that allows developers to build apps using Visual Studio that can be easily ported to both iOS and Android, perfect for cross-
platform projects. So, with that said, there's definitely a good reason to learn C# programming for Android. Let's look at what you need to know. A quick introduction - C#vs JavaC # is an object-oriented programming language developed by Microsoft around 2000, with the aim of being modern, simple and flexible. Like Java (developed by Sun Microsystem in
1990), it originally evolved from C++, ensuring that there are many similarities between the two. For example, both use the same syntactic basis, which means they effectively use much of the same terminology and structure. There are a few small differences, but if you are familiar with one language, then you should be able to understand many of the others
without having learned it specifically. For beginners though, many will find that it is slightly easier to learn C# programming. As object-oriented languages, both C# and Java describe objects through classes. This is a modular approach to programming, which allows fragments of code to be used over and over. Where C# differs from Java though, is in the use
of delegates, the approach to event listening, virtual vs. final features, implicit casting, and much more. The good news: you don't really need to know what means the most when you first start learning C#. The main takeaway is that the structure is just a little easier to learn in C# and tends to require fewer types. This is especially true given that when you
learn Java for Android, you also need to familiarize yourself with the many classes and APIs needed to build Android apps. So you can also learn C# programming as a springboard to Java.Hello World! In C #Traditie in the world of coding is that every time you learn a new language, you need a simple program to hello world! display on the screen. This
basically ensures that you are able to get the necessary tools up and running and put together something simple. It's like reading tests, testing, 1, 2, 3 into a microphone! In this case, we're going to use Visual Studio to create a console app. So if once you've gone ahead and downloaded Visual Studio (it's free), click:File &gt; New &gt; ProjectAnd then:Visual
C #&gt; Windows Classic Desktop &gt; Console App (.NET Framework)This is how we get a one running in the Windows console. With that done, the bare bones structure of your project will appear in the main window. You'll see code that looks like this:namespace ConsoleApp3 { Class Program { static void Main(string[] args) { } }Now just add two lines, such
as:namespace ConsoleApp3 { class Program { static void Main(string[] args) { Console.WriteLine(Hello World!);             Console.ReadKey();         } } This is going to Hello World! on the screen and then wait for a push of a button. Once the user touches a key, the program will come to an end and will shut down automatically. Please note that both lines end
with a semicolon. This is because every statement in C# must end with a semicolon, which communicates with C# that the line is complete (it's the same in Java). The only exception is when the line is immediately followed by an open bracket, which we will explain in a moment. Press the Start button at the top of the screen and that should start the app so
you can see it in practice. Classes are pieces of code that describe objects, which are effectively bits of dataSo, what exactly is going on here? Get started with C#: Methods and classesTo learn C# programming for Android, you need to understand classes and methods. Classes are pieces of code that describe objects that are effectively pieces of data. You
don't have to worry too much about this to begin with: just know that the code page you're working with is called a class and that you're communicating with other classes within your project. A project can only have one class, with all your code working from there, or it can have multiple. Within each class you also have methods. These methods are snippets
of code that you refer to at any time from that class – and sometimes from outside. In this case, the class is called Program. This is defined at the top by the rule that reads: Program class. And if you open the Solution Explorer window on the right, you Program.cs. The class name is always the same as the file name. Then we use a curly bracket to contain all
the code that follows. Curly braces tell us that everything that follows belongs together. So, until the bracket closes, all subsequent code is part of Program.This is followed by our first method, defining by the following rule: static void Main (string[] args)This is then followed by more open brackets, meaning that the next bit of code is part of the Main method
(which is still within the program class). And that's where we posted our Hello World message. Static emptiness essentially tells us that this method does something (instead of manipulating data to be used by the broader program) and that it cannot be referred to by external classes. The string[] args stuff allows us to pass information into the method of later
manipulation. These are called parameters and arguments. Again, you don't have to worry about that. Just know that static emptiness followed by a word, brackets and curly hooks, marks the beginning of a new method. The following two lines are the ones we've added: they get the console and then access the commands to write to the screen and wait for a
push of a button. Finally, we close all our brackets: first the method, then the class, and then the namespace that is the name of the project of the class belongs to (in this case ConsoleApp3 - I have previous test apps this way). Confused? Don't worry, it's going to make more sense. Methods useSo methods are bundles of code with names. To demonstrate
why we use methods, it may be helpful to create a new one and set an example. So, create a new method that lives within the program class (so it should be inside those curly brackets, but outside the curly brackets that belong to Main). Call this NewMethod, and then put the two lines you just wrote here. This should look like so:class Program { static void
Main(string[] args) { } static void NewMethod() { Console.WriteLine(Hello World!);             Console.ReadKey();         } }Now add a reference to NewMethod in your main method, such as:static void Main(string[thong[] args) {ar NewMethod();         }This then involves calling the method you just created, essentially directing the program in that direction. Press
Start and you'll see the same thing happen as before. Except now if you wanted, you could write NewMethod(); as many times as you wanted and keep repeating the text without writing much code. In the course of a huge program, being able to refer fragments of code like this becomes incredibly powerful. This is one of the most important things to
understand as you try to learn C# programming for Android.We can use as many methods as we want in this way and that way have a very neat and organized piece of code. At the same time, we can also refer to methods built into C# and all the libraries we could use. Main is an example of a built-in method. This is the method by which all programs will
begin, and that C# understands that it must be implemented first. If you don't put anything in here, nothing will happen. The arguments included in the brackets in this case are therefore only necessary because that is the the main method. However, we were fine to leave our braces empty. Using variablesNow it's time to actually do something a little
interesting in our code. Let's see how you would use variables to make the program more dynamic. This is one of the most important things to understand if you want to learn C# programming. A variable is actually a container for a piece of data. Cast your mind back to high school math, and you might remember seeing things like this:10+ x = 13 Find xHier, x
is a variable, and of course the value it represents is 3. This is also exactly how a variable works in programming. Except here, a variable can represent many different types of data: including text. To create a new variable, we first need to tell C# what type of data it's going to contain. So within your NewMethod method, first you make your variable, and then
you assign it a value. Then we're going to add it to our WriteLine command:int number; number = 10; Console.WriteLine(Hello World! + number); We have used a type of variable called an integer that can be any whole number. In C#, we refer to this using int. However, we could just easily use a float for example, which is a floating point variable and allows
us to use decimal places. If you run this code, it should now write Hello World! 10 on the screen. And of course, we can change the value of number at any time to change the message. Because number is created within NewMethod(), we cannot access it from elsewhere in our code. But if we put it outside all methods, it will become available worldwide. To
do that, we need to make sure that the variable is also static however:class Program { static int number = 10;                     static void Head(string[] args) { NewMethod();         } static void NewMethod() { Console.WriteLine(Hello World! + number);             Console.ReadKey();         } }} Finally, there is another way we can pass on this data, and that would be to
use it as an argument, putting it in our method. This may look like this: static void Main(string[] args) { int number = 10;             Console.WriteLine(Hello there, what's your name?);             NewMethod(number);                     } static void NewMethod(int number) { Console.WriteLine(Hello World! + number);             Console.ReadKey();         } }Here we define our
NewMethod method as an argument needed, which should be an integer, which are called number within the method. We do this by simply adding that information to the curly hooks. Then, when we call the method of somewhere else in the program, we have to pass on that value within the brackets. You create methods with multiple parameters, in which
case you separate only the listed variables with commas. There are several scenarios where the use of all these different strategies to juggle data is appropriate. Good programming means finding the right one for the job! Pass arguments and use stringsWith this next piece of code run and see what happens:Program class { static void Main(string[string[]
args) { Console.WriteLine (Hello there, what's your name?);             NewMethod(Console.ReadLine());         } static void NewMethod(String UserName) { Console.WriteLine(Hello + UserName);             Console.ReadKey();         } }You should notice that you are being asked to enter your name, and then the console will happen to you. This simple piece of
code contains some useful lessons. First, we see an example of using another type of variable, called a string. A string is a series of characters, which can be a name, or can be a whole story. So, you could just as easily write UserName = Adam. But instead, we get the string of the console with the instruction: Console.ReadLine(). We could have
written:String User; User = Console.ReadLine(); NewMethod(User); But to keep our code as neat as possible, we skipped these steps and placed the ReadLine directly within the brackets. We then pass that string on to our NewMethod, and greet the user, using the method you already know. A string is a series of characters, which can be a name, or can be
a whole story. Hopefully, you're starting to understand a little bit now why C# is written as it is, and how to use things like variables and methods to create some flexible and powerful software. But there is another important aspect that you need to know if you want to learn C# programming: flow control. Learn C# flow control and build simple quizzes! One of
the reasons we use variables when encoding is that we can then easily edit our programs. Another is allowing you to get information from the user, or generate it randomly. But perhaps the best reason to learn C# variables is so that your programs can become dynamic: so they can react differently depending on how they are used. To do this, we need flow
control or conditional statements. These are really just nice ways to say that we are going to execute code in more ways than one, depending on the value of a one of the most powerful ways to do that is with one as an explanation. In this example, we greet our main user differently from the others by looking out for their username.static void NewMethod
(String UserName) { Console.WriteLine(Hello + UserName);             if (UserName.Equals(Adam)) { Console.WriteLine (Welcome back sir);             } Console.ReadKey();                        }If statements work by testing the validity of a statement, that will go within parentheses. In this case, we ask if the user name of the string is the same as the Adam string. If
that instruction in the brackets is true - the two strings are the same - then the code in the following will run curly brackets. If not, those lines will be skipped. We can also compare integers and floats, and we can test to see if one is bigger than the other, etc. We can even use several different ones as statements in each other as Russian dolls. We call these
nested ifs. Next time There are many more strategies you use for flow control – including things like switch statements. Hopefully, however, you already see how we could use these statements and techniques to start making some useful things. You could easily turn this code into a quiz! Eventually C# with tools like Unity will allow you to build fully functional
games! But to make really impressive tools and games, there are still a few things we need to explore. So surprise! There's going to be part two! In the next lesson, you'll learn how to create loops that repeat over time, as well as how to create and communicate with new classes. Goodbye then! Than!
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